HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY ANO COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 61-13
DECISION AFFIRMING LAYOFF

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
JACEK BURGHARDT, Appellant,

vs.
CLERK ANO RECORDERS OFFICE,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Jacek Burghardt, appeals his layoff from employment with the Denver
Clerk and Recorder's Office !Agency) , Elections Division, effective February 2, 2014. A hearing
concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Offic er. on Morch 25,
2014. The Appellant represented himself. Assistant City Attorneys Jo hn-Paul Sauer and Kristen
Merric k represented the Agency. None of Appellant's proffered exhibits w as admitted into
evidence. Agency Exhibits 1-9 and I 1-16 w ere admitted. The parties stipulated to the
following facts: Appellant w as served with a layoff notice on December 16. 2013; he filed a
timely appeal on December 20, 2013.
The Appellant claims his layoff w as wrongful because : the Agency failed to follow its ow n
rules; his layoff w as motivated by unlawful discrimination related to his Polish origin; and
because a homosexual co-worker was given preferenc e over him in the layoff. Thus, the legal
issues to resolve may be stated a s follows.
II. ISSUES TO RESOLVE
A. Whether Appellant proved, by a preponderance of the evidence, that his layoff was
arbitrary, capricious, without rational basis or foundation, or contrary to rule or law.
B. Whether Appellant's layoff was motivated by discriminatory animus based on his national
origin and his sexual orientation. 1,2

Ill. FINDINGS
The Appellant is a heterosexual male from Pola nd. He w orked in the Agency as an
Administrative Assistant Ill from 2006 until his layoff on February 2, 2014. At the time of his layoff
his w orking title was Voter Records Assistant [Exhibit 9].

1 The follm\ ing i:laims hy ,\ppdlant were Jismisse<l prior to hearing: Jisi:rimination h.1,e<l on religion. r1olitieal affi liation. anJ gender:
State an<l Federal law violations. &,· Or<ler Disi:harging Order to Show (';,use. issued fanu,1ry ~. :WI 4.
2 Following the Appellant's i:ase•in•chiet: the Ageni:y' s motion~ for a <lirei:tcd verdict with n.:spect to Appdlant's national origin ;111d
se,ual oricru.uion claims were granted. l11e Ag,:rn.:y"s motion for a directed ,enlict reg.rrding Appellant's layoff claim was denied.
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The Agency is divided into two distinct divisions: the Clerk and Recorder's Office. located
at 201 West Colfax Ave., and the Elections Division. located at 211 W. 141h Ave .• two blocks
away. While operations of both entities are overseen by Clerk and Recorder Deborah
Johnson. each division has a separate director. Amber McReynolds is the director of the
Elections Division. Juan Guzman is deputy Director of the Clerk and Recorder Division. [see
Exhibit 9).
Richard Dewar was Burghardt's supervisor in the Records Section of the Clerk and
Recorder Division. In March 2012, Burghardt was transferred from the Records section of the
Clerk and Recorder to the Elections Division. (Exhibit 8). because he was "constantly causing
trouble and at the time we were trying to find someplace where he could be successful."
[Dewar cross-exam]. later in 2013. an employee in Records went on leave for about two
months. Due to the resulting shortage of administrative staff. Burghardt was "loaned" back to
Records during the employee's leave. When the employee returned from leave, Burghardt
was returned to the Elections Division.
While on loan to Records. Dewar supervised Burghardt. but he remained an Elections
employee, i.e. his time keeping. leave requests, and disciplinary supervisor remained in
Elections. Dewar made it clear to Burghardt that he would remain an Elections employee
. while on loon to Records, and made it clear that Burghardt would return to Elections once the
employee returned from leave. [Dewar testimony]. In November 2013 the employee returned
from leave and Burghardt was re-transferred back to his Elections post.
The Agency began a total reorganization following the disbanding of the commission
structure for elections in 2008. That reorganization continued after the Colorado legislature
required state-wide mail-in ballots beginning in 2013. That change alone reduced polling
stations from 165 to 25 computer-access stations. mandating a different kind, as well as
quantity. of staff. [McReynolds testimony]. In addition, online registration dramatically
reduced the need to record paper registrations. As a result of those changes, the Elections
Division was forced to respond. Before mandatory mail-in ballots, 2,000 employees were
required to work election cycle voting stations. registrations, and other voter assistance. The
new model requires a maximum of 600. Consequently, fewer full-time support staff was
required to service the voter workers. and the focus of that reduction became the on-coll
staff and the Administrative Support Assistants. or ASA's which were eliminated with the
structural changes. The reason for the focus on ASAs is suggested by the title. Since the need
for election personnel was reduced by more than two thirds. the need for staff to support
them also diminished. [Mc Reynolds testimony).
In conjunction with the reorganization. Johnson sought a more accurate layoff structure.
so she proposed deconsolidation of Elections from the Clerk and Recorder. At the time
Johnson undertook deconsolidation of the 2 divisions, she was unaware of any layoff
proposals. [Johnson testimony]. Thus. deconsolidotion was logical in light of the separation of
operations between the divisions.
A public notice of the proposed deconsolidation of the Agency's layoff unit was issued
pursuant to Career Service Rules. The notice stated the conditions for anyone wishing to
speak or to provide a written comment about the proposal. A public meeting was held
concerning the proposed deconsolidation on September 5, 2013. Burghardt was aware of
the notice and the meeting. [Burghardt cross-exam]. He did not attend the meeting or
provide a written comment. [Id]. The Career Service Board approved deconsolidation of the
Clerk and Recorder's Office, [Exhibit 14-2], following which a layoff plan rank order list was
prepared, identifying for layoff Burghardt's position 34 on-call positions. [Exhibit 2]. Burghardt
occupied the only position in his ASA Ill classification selected for layoff in the Election division
and no lower position was open which would have allowed him to bump down to such
position. [Exhibit 2]. He had no seniority to bump into a lower position after his transfer from the
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Recorder division to Elections. In due course, Burghardt was served with a notice of his
pending layoff on December 16, 2013. He filed a timely appeal on December 20, 2013.
IV. ANALYSIS 3

At the outset. it is helpful to state those provisions of the Career Service layoff rules which
apply to this case. In that way, the reader has a ready reference to assist in the analysis of
whether Appellant's layoff was wrongful.
Under the Career Service layoff rules, decisions leading to abolishing jobs must be
determined according to criteria related to the positions, not the people who occupy them.
(CSR 14-42 A, BJ. The starting point for the order of layoffs is length of service [CSR 14-42 E.],
with adjustments for factors unrelated to this appeal such as military service. (CSR 14-43 B.] .
and special skills. [CSR 14-145 C.]. Any employee whose position is selected for layoff is
entitled to reassignment or demotional appointment if such a position is available and if the
employee qualifies. [CSR 14-45 A., BJ. Finally, there is a strict procedure for planning and
executing layoffs. [CSR 14-46).
A. Whether Appellant proved, by a preponderance of the evidence, that his layoff was
arbitrary, capricious, without rational basis or foundation, or contrary to rule or law.
1. Claimed temporary assignment.

Burghardt claimed his layoff was improper because he was only temporarily assigned to
the Election Division, but remained an employee of the Clerk and Recorder Division so that his
layoff as an Elections employee was illegal; and if he had been properly laid off as a Clerk
and Recorder employee, he would have maintained seniority and avoided layoff. His only
evidence of being temporarily assigned to Elections was his conclusory statement. "In 2011, I
was asked if I wanted to come over and help on a temporary basis in the Election Division."
[Burghardt testimony].
He also testified of his return to the Recorder division, "all my co-workers told me it was a
permanent transfer back to my home base." He did not specify the co-workers or if any of
them was in a position of authority. On the other hand, Dewar testified he specifically advised
Burghardt his assignment to Records was temporary, and would terminate when the
employee he replaced returned from her medical leave. [Dewar testimonyJ.
Brigitte Svalberg. who testified for Burghardt, did not know if Burghardt transferred to
Elections on a temporary or permanent basis. [Svalberg testimonyJ. The most convincing
evidence was a personnel action, the official document evidencing Burghordt's permanent
transfer from the Clerk and Recorder division to Elections on March 5, 2012. [Exhibit 8).
Burghardt claimed he performed the some supervisory duties as Jesse Brown, Election
Support Assistant. including scanning documents, data entry, online voter registration. OMV
voter registration, driving a van "a couple times" to deliver moil to the post office, picking up
orders from the print shop. and supervising the duplication room during the last presidential
election. [Burghardt testimony]. Brown adamantly denied that claim. [Brown cross-exam),
and McReynolds testified Burghardt performed "less than 10%" of Brown's duties.
[McReynold's cross-exam], while the voter records manager testified Burghardt performed "at
most" 15-20% of Brown's duties. Marie Vargas and David Johnson, both of w hom worked with
Burghardt in Elections, were unaware if Burghardt performed any supervisory duties in
Elections. (Vargas testimony; Johnson testimony].
3 13urghan.h ~uhmilled a wrilh:n ··,\mended Clo~ing Arguments·· doeu1rn:11t 1wo d,tys alicr he.iring. Since 1111 l\'rittcn dosing ,trgun1eut
,iuthori1.ed. 1hat d111:ument \\'as 1101 considered in 1his D1.-cisiun.
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2. Illegal layoff

Burghardt claimed that. contrary to CSA Rules. he was personally targeted for layoff
rather than his position. and that the equivalent of his position was filled after his layoff by
someone less qualified. His evidence was the Agency's hiring of Training Coordinator Tracy
Steers. The Agency countered that the duties of the two positions ore almost completely
different with different skill sets and only the most nominal overlap of duties.
Burghardt claimed the following was evidence of his illegal layoff. (I] Burkhardt's position
was never audited to determine his actual duties before his layoff. There was sufficient
evidence at hearing that Burghardt's duties were not transferred to another position. (2] No
one ever told Burghardt his transfer to Elections was permanent. Exhibit 8 is definitive proof of
the permanent nature of the transfer. (3) He was never properly trained for his Elections
Division duties or certified to be a state-certified Elections worker. Burghardt's layoff was
unrelated to his performance. "This [layoff} decision does not hove anything to do with the
manner in which you performed your work." [Exhibit l]. (4) Other employees were allowed to
transfer. This claim remained unsupported by evidence. 15) Burghardt's duties of his
abolished position were transferred to a co-worker. Tracy Steers. who was promoted at the
time Burghardt filed his appeal. First. Steers is an employee under the Clerk and Recorder
Division who reports directly to the Clerk and Recorder. Burghardt's position, in both divisions,
was removed by three superiors from the Clerk and Recorder. Second. Steers' position is
substantially different and more sophisticated than that of Burghardt. She drafts manuals and
policies for the Clerk and Recorder. Burghardt failed to establish any of his claims by a
preponderance of the evidence.
8. Whether Appellant's layoff was motivated by discriminatory animus based on his national
origin and his sexual orientation

Even if Appellant's remaining discrimination claims had not been dismissed at the close
of his case-in-chief. he failed to prove those claims by preponderant evidence for the
following reasons.
National origin discrimination claims under ore subject to the traditional Mc0onne/J0ouglos apportionment of proof. In one formulation of that test. the Appellant must establish
a primo focie case by showing: (i) he is a member of a protected class: (ii) he was qualified
for the position he held; (iii) he was terminated; and (iv) his position remained open following
his discharge. Amro v. Boeing Co., 232 F.3d 790. 796 ( l 0 th Cir.2000). Once a p rima facie case is
established, the burden of production shifts to the Agency to present a legitimate. nondiscriminatory reason for the adverse action. The Appellant then bears the ultimate burden of
persuading the trial of fact that the proffered reason is actually a pretext for discrimination. Id.
As discrimination jurisprudence hos evolved, courts, including the l O'h Circuit. have
broadened the ways employees may establish the fourth element of the prime focie case whether the position remained open. In Plotke v. White. 405 F.3d 1092. 1099-1100 ( IO' h
Cir.2005). the 10th Circuit stated the position remaining open might be one way to establish a
prima fade case. but "the elimination of the position does not necessarily eviscerate a
plaintiff's claim that her discharge was motivated by discrimination." Id. at 1100 (emphasis in
original, ellipsis and bracketing omitted). The continued existence of an employee's position
might be useful when the employer contends the legitimate reason for the employee's
termination was the abolition of the position. When the employer contends the termination
was motivated by performance problems or unsatisfactory conduct, the abolishment of the
employee's position following the employee's termination is "irrelevant." Id.
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1. Notional Origin discrimination. The following evidence presented by Burghardt was
insufficient, as a matter of law, to establish a national origin discrimination claim. ( l) "I always
talk about being Polish, being born in Poland, so I think everybody in both offices is well aware
of the fact I was born in Poland." Debro Johnson was the decision maker in this case.
Burghardt did not ask Johnson if she was aware of his national origin, and no other evidence
established that Johnson was aware of it. (2) on unnamed co-worker told Burghardt "they"
didn't like him in the Recorder Section. [Burghardt testimony). (3) Many people think Burghardt
is Russian, including the City Auditor who always talks to him in Russian. [Burghardt testimony].
(4) Brigitte Svalberg, who testified for Burghardt, never heard anything said about Burghardt's
national origin. Specifically, she never heard McReynolds, Burghordt's supervisor, mention
either it. [Svalberg cross-exam]. She believed management in the Clerk and Recorder Division
- not the division from which he was laid off- did not like Burghardt, ("he's not their favorite"),
but did not identify anyone in particular or the nature of the dislike. [/d). (5) Marie Valencia
testified the Agency placed her on investigatory leave while it investigated allegations that
she failed to disclose her criminal background. She testified the investigation "felt"
discriminatory. She also stated Burghardt seemed to get along well with management in the
Elections Division, and no one in management ever mentioned Burghardt's national origin.
[Valencia cross-exam]. (6) Jesse Brown. also called to testify by Burghardt, and w ho worked
at Elections with him, did not know Burghardt's national origin, and was unaware of Elections
management's feelings toward Burghardt on that subject. [Brown testimony]. (7) David
Johnson and Marie Vargas both worked with Burghardt in Elections and neither heard anyone
make any derogatory remarks about his national origin. [Johnson testimony; Vargas
testimony]. Whether taken separately or in concert, these allegations foil to establish a
connection between Burghordt's layoff and any discriminatory animus based on national
origin.

In addition, Debra Johnson testified without rebuttal, that the purpose behind the
deconsolidation was to follow the division of functions of the two entities and at the time of
deconsolidation, she did not anticipate any layoffs. Also, notice concerning the
deconsolidation was published and the opportunity provided to speak or to present
comments concerning the deconsolidation, [see Exhibit 3), but Burghardt did not submit any
comments and did not attend the meeting.
In summary, no notional origin discrimination was established where Appellant made
on unsupported claim that "everyone" was aware of his Polish origin, but witnesses all denied
hearing any management-level employee making or supporting any statement of national
origin discrimination; most of his own witnesses were unaware of his national origin: two of his
witnesses were generally aware that his former management did not like him. but did not
specify the nature of the dislike; and no witness was aware of any animus against him by the
decision maker.
2. Sexual Orientation Discrimination

No sexual orientation discrimination was established where the only evidence of such
discrimination was Appellant's statement that his position was given to a co-worker whose
sexual preference was chosen over his own, The co-worker's supervisor testified the duties of
the co-worker differed substantially from those of Burghardt. The supervisor did not hire on
ASA 111 (Burghardt's classification), during or ofter his layoff and hos no plans to do so.
[Mc Reynolds testimony]. Not one witness recalled any remark, disparaging or otherwise,
concerning Burghardt's sexual orientation. Burghardt presented no other evidence which. if
true, would tend to support a nexus between his heterosexual orientation and his layoff. An
unsupported statement claiming discrimination is insufficient to establish a discrimination claim
without some facts which, if true, would tend to support a connection between the
employee's protected status and the asserted adverse agency action.
5

Burghardt failed to establish that his layoff was motivated by discriminatory animus. He
foiled to meet his burden to prove his layoff was unlawful under the Career Service Rules. His
layoff was not arbitrary. capricious or contrary to rule or low where he foiled to establish the
Agency ( 1) failed to use reasonable diligence to determine the facts necessary to its decision.
12) failed to give proper consideration to the facts relevant to the layoff decision. or (3) based
its decision on conclusions that reasonable persons considering the facts would not reach. In
re Sanders, CSA 62-09, 7 (9/24/ 10) citing Lawley v. Department of Higher Educ., 36 P.3d 1239,
1252 (Colo. 2001 ).
VI. ORDER.

The Appellant's layoff by the Agency. on February 2, 2014, is AFFIRMED.

DONE Moy 1, 2014.

13,... .. - .... P.J..,J. -Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in
accordance with the requirements of CSR§ 19-60 et seq., within fifteen calendar days
after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the certificate of
delivery. below. The Career Service Rules are available as a link at
www.denvergov.org/csa.
All petitions for review must be filed with the:

Career Service Board
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office
201 w. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAIL: CareerServiceBoordAppeals@denvergov.org
AND
Career Service Hearing Office
201 W. Coifax. 1st Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5995
EMAIL: CSAHeorings@denverqov.org.
AND
Opposing parties or their representatives. if any.
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